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Troia’s Golf Club was founded about 40
years ago and in the 1980’s hosted several
Portuguese Opens. In those days when it
was part of the European Tour it gained a
reputation of being a bit of a bruiser
boasting the highest winning score and the
highest cut levels for many years. 

Today that reputation is undeserved, the
course is infinitely easier and more fun to
play then it was when first set up to
humble the pros all those years ago. 

These days the course is in very good shape
and a perfect challenge for any standard of
golfer. It is still a classic links course set in
sand dunes and partially flanked by the
Atlantic giving it some of the most stunning
views of shimmering seas across green
fairways. Robert Trent Jones was indeed on
form when he first laid out the course and
has since provided some interesting minor
tweaks to its natural landscape to create a
still very interesting course.  

The course is also pleasing to the eye with
undulating fairways and lightening fast
greens which shine with glassy menace to
any ham fisted putter! 

Areas of waste sand and light rough are all
part of the fun particularly when balls go
astray and some lost with certain regularity.
Clearly veering off fairways is liable for a
penalty but inventive shots won’t do much
damage to the card. 

There is not much in the way water hazards
but the course is neatly arranged into two
loops, the front and back nine holes pass the
palatial club house inviting golfers for a quick
refreshing beer if needs be. 

Groups of golfers are welcome to Trioia
even those coming with a visiting
professional. There is plenty of space and
genuine warmth for visiting coaches to
train and teach groups on site. The range
is well appointed and provides plenty of
grass teeing areas and several well
groomed greens for putting as well as
short game practice. 

Food specialities in the area are mainly
found in fish dishes as this is still a crucial
fishing area for the Portuguese economy.
There are also delicious pork and rabbit
dishes, all local specialities. 

The Portuguese are keen food
connoisseurs and restaurants reflect this
by serving excellent fare at reasonable
prices. L’ Escola – the Portuguese for
school - is a great find and where we
enjoyed a delicious but typical Portuguese
meal, and as the name suggests is housed
in an old junior school with large pointed
ceilings. The other great find which we
also enjoyed was the beachside restaurant,
La Comparta Café, with wonderful views of
the pounding Atlantic Ocean.  

Dolphins are part of the greeting party for
visitors who take the ferry crossing over to
the Trioia resort. There are boat trips that
take you out to follow and observe the

local colony frolicking playfully amongst the
waves. They may not be tame enough to
swim with but certainly a wonderful sight
to watch.

As the resort’s Operations Director, Ricardo
Ferreira explains, “we are very proud of the
way the resort has developed over the past
few years. We are also very pleased with
the number of golfing tourists who are
returning each year, and Trioia is a very
special place for many Portuguese who
have been coming to the area for years,
often since they were children. Many of our
clients are now starting to come from the
UK and we would be delighted to welcome
more groups and individuals to Trioia. We
know its special place and the word is
spreading what a great place it is to visit.”

The golf course is soon to be joined by
another Championship course set in 

similar terrain and perhaps more in the
future, and could entice the return of the 
European Tour. 

The Trioia Peninsula itself offers an
exceptional set of leisure facilities and a
quite the most splendid golf course – a
course I can assure you, is enjoyed by
everyone who plays it. 

With over twelve hundred acres of holiday
paradise set in a stunning nature reserve,
Troia resort is located on the sandy Trioia

Peninsula, and is by far one of Portugal’s lesser
known holiday resorts yet boasts the country’s most

famous golf course, and is only a half an hour’s drive from Lisbon’s
international airport – ideal for any keen golfer.  With its sandy subsoil and
endless white sandy beaches, the whole island enjoys a holiday feel and this is
precisely where it is now positioned – a classic Portuguese get away, many
having bought holiday homes including ‘the special one’ Jose Mourihno. 

FACT FILE
Daily TAP flights from Gatwick take around two hours. Total transfer time to Trioia
including ferry ride is about an hour. Transfers to and from airport can be arranged
through the resort or independently. www.tap.com

Car hire rates are reasonable for those needing maximum flexibility.

More details from www.trioiaresorts.com April Tod 


